Operation - Dustbot (600-2556)
To turn on the Dustbot, slide the power switch on the Dustbot to ON.
As the Dustbot moves forward, he sweeps with the broom and vacuums dust while his
eyes flash. When the Dustbot reaches the edge of the table or desk, he automatically
turns to the right and keeps going as soon as the path is clear.
Cautions: If the Dustbot runs almost parallel to an edge, he might fall off.
The Dustbot is designed for dry vacuuming only. Do not try to vacuum liquids. Also,
avoid vacuuming hair, string, or anything else that might jam the Dustbot's mechanism.
Notes: The Dustbot runs best on smooth surfaces. Do not use the Dustbot on carpet. If
the Dustbot does not operate properly, remove and reinsert the batteries, making sure
they touch the battery contacts.
CLEARING THE DUST COLLECTOR
Empty the Dustbot's dust collector after every use for the best performance.
1. Move the compartment door on the bottom of the Dustbot in the direction marked
OPEN and lift it open.
2. Hold the Dustbot right side up and shake out dust particles. Use the Dustbot's broom
to brush out any remaining particles.

Broom and Dustpan
If you want the Dustbot to sweep a table or desk, you can attach the dustpan to one of
the Dustbot's hands and the broom between the hands.
Insert the dustpan's handle into the hole on the Dustbot's left or right hand. Insert the
broom handle into the hole between his hands, so the protected portion fits into one of
the slots on either side of the center hole.
Note: If you don't want the Dustbot to sweep, place the broom in one of the Dustbot's
hands. The broom won't reach the ground.

Battery

The Dustbot uses two C batteries (not supplied). We recommend alkaline batteries, such
as Radio Shack Cat. No. 23-551.
Follow these steps to install batteries.
1. Push in both fingergrips and lift off the battery compartment cover (located on the
back of the Dustbot).
2. Install the batteries as shown by the polarity marks (+ and -) inside the compartment.
3. Replace the cover.

Care and Maintenance
If the Dustbot moves slowly on a smooth surface, replace the batteries.
Use only fresh batteries of the required size and type.
Always remove dead or weak batteries.
Keep the Dustbot dry. If it gets wet, dry it immediately.
Keep the Dustbot away from moisture or temperature extremes.
Wipe the Dustbot with a damp cloth occasionally to keep it looking new. Do not use
harsh chemicals.
Do not disassemble the Dustbot. This could invalidate its warranty. If the Dustbot does
not work properly, take it to your local Radio Shack store for assistance.

Parts
To order parts call 1-800-843-7422 or visit your local RadioShack store.
Reference # Cat.No. Description NP Part #
10615763 COVER, BATTERY DB1514
10668994 SWEEPER HC1671
10669000 PAN, DUST HC1672
10861631 MANUAL,USERS 60-2556 MU6002556

Detailed specific information for this Robot is contained in the Instruction Manual and is available on
this site. The Dustbot series robots have similar functions, but the detail information can be different.
This can also apply to the same model of manufactured robots, for later releases did vary with the
robots. I suggest that you download the manuals for specific information.

